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The first step in Data Loading is to get the Score File(s).
Sometimes Score Files will be provided to you by CS or the
District.
If your file has been provided skip to slide 5.
Go to the Access Codes document on Google Drive.
In this example we’ll be loading SAT Scores. SAT Scores
come from College Board.
Find College Board in the Outline to the left of the
document and click on it. This will take you to the College
Board Access part of the document.
Find your District, click the link and login with the
credentials provided to the right of the link.
This will allow you to Export the Score File(s) from the Test
Vendor.

Use the credentials from the Access
Codes document to login and export
Scores for whatever District you
need to.
If the District is not listed in the
Access Codes document or if the
particular Test Vendor or Test is not
in the Access Codes document
please notify your Supervisor.
Access needs to be set up before we
can export Scores.

After logging in you will arrive at the
Download Center.
Select the File Type from the dropdown menu. We’re after the Score File.
Select the Assessment, you have the
following options from College Board:
• PSAT 8/9
• PAST 10
• PSAT-NMSQT
• SAT
Select the Delivery Date
In this case the Delivery Date is when
the Test was taken.
Since we’re loading SAT scores for 1617 that is what we have selected.
Click Download and make sure you
download the CSV (Comma Separated
Values) document and NOT the TXT
(Text File) document.

The Manual Loader is looking for
CSV formatted files and will not
work – and scores will not be
uploaded – if the TXT file version
is used.

How do you know what test structure the
Manual Score Loader is expecting from your
score file?
Select the Year
and the Student
Identifier.

You can search for the test in the Manual
Loader.
In the search field we typed, “SAT”
which returned the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SAT – Total Score
SAT – Evidence Based Reading and Writing
SAT – History-Social Study Cross Test
SAT – Math Section
SAT – Math Test
SAT – Reading Test
SAT – Science Cross Test
SAT – Writing and Language Test (Not
pictured)

If our score file contains theses columns,
we’re in business.

The columns outlined in blue are not vital
for our uploading process and the Manual
Loader and can therefore be removed.
Keep in mind we are most concerned with
the following columns:
• Total Score
• Evidence Based Reading and Writing
• Math Section
• Reading Test
• Writing and Language Test
• Math Test
• Science Cross Test
• History-Social Study Cross Test

Make sure that you DO NOT remove
the following columns:
• First Name
• Last Name
• Test Taken Date
• CB_ID
• Secondary_ID
• Grade
• Score Columns

This Score File has been ‘cleaned up.’
Most of the unnecessary columns have been removed.
The column headers from the Test Structure (in the
database) don’t always match the columns in the
Score File 100% verbatim.
This involves a little reading between the lines – if you
are unsure which column associates please refer to
your Supervisor.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

LATEST_SAT_TOTAL = Total Score
LATEST_SAT_EBRW = Evidence-Based Reading and
Writing
LATEST_SAT_MATH_SECTION = Math Section
LATEST_SAT_READING = Reading Test
LATEST_SAT_WRIT_LANG = Writing and Language Test
LATEST_SAT_MATH_TEST = Math Test
LATEST_SAT_SCI_CROSS = Science Cross Test
LATEST_SAT_HIST_SOCST_CROSS = History-Social Study
Cross Test

One thing from this Score File that will cause
issues is the Secondary_ID column.
Typically in SAT Score Files from College
Board, the Student IDs we need to associate
Students to Scores in the database are
contained in the Secondary_ID column.
In this file we only have a few Secondary_IDs
Therefore only the four Students outlined in
blue will have scores uploaded.

Navigate to your District website:
https://example.schooldata.net/admin/
Login with your credentials.

Before we can upload our scores
we need to identify the ID type
associated with the file.
Click on the Homeroom Admin
button to search Student IDs.

Next click on the
Students tab.

Next click on
Student
Information.

Use the search field to compare IDs
from your score file with Students
in the database.
Copy a Secondary_ID from Column
E and paste it in the text field and
hit Enter.
If the Secondary_ID matches the
SSID, Other ID, or External
Application ID, then you know
which ID type to select when
uploading via the Manual Loader.
If your search returns no results try
a different Student or another ID
such as the CB_ID Column D from
our file.
If no IDs are provided or the IDs in
the file don’t correspond to either
SSID, Other ID, or External
Application ID the file cannot be
loaded.
Contact CS, the District, or your
Supervisor.

After determining
which ID to use in the
Manual Loader.
Navigate back to the
Admin dashboard by
clicking the Home
icon.

Now that we know which ID type to
select on the Manual Loader we can
begin loading the scores.
Click on the Uploads button.

Next click Upload
Assessment Scores.

First select the Manual Score Loader.
Some Assessments utilize the Automatic Score
Loader – SPSS, WELPA, ELPA21, WaKIDS, etc.
Select the year you wish to upload scores for.
Specify the Student identifier, in our case it’s the
Other ID.
Search for the Assessment Test structure you wish to
load the scores to.
Select your CSV File, that you exported from College
Board.

Your selections should look something like this:
Year: 2016/17
Student Identifier: Other ID
Assessment Test: SAT
Make sure to highlight each strand in the
structure that you wish to uploads scores for.
If you do not select Total Score 15/16 – Current
you will not be able to load any “Total Scores”
from the score file.

Next we need to Identify which columns from
our score file correspond to the test structure
in the database.
This step is excluded when utilizing the
Automatic Score Loader.

Identifying the columns can be a difficult
and frustrating process if you are unware
of some idiosyncrasies in the UI.
If you make a mistake start over completely
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You may have noticed that the
assessment test structure from the pick
list above matches our pop-up dialog
window.
Click on a column and choose the
corresponding structure.
We are currently hovering over the
Secondary_ID column. If we select A:
Other ID that column is now identified.
We are essentially telling the Loader that
the Other IDs we need come from this
column.

Refresh the page
Select year
Select Student Identifier
Select Assessment
Choose File
Re-associate the columns.
Process the File
There is no error or warning if you
identify an incorrect column, the scores
will just be loaded incorrectly.
If you suspect you made a mistake, start
over, better safe than sorry.
If you identify a column by mistake and
try to re-identify it, you will be unable to
without refreshing the page.
You will see a pop-up dialog box telling
you that the column has already been
identified.
Take your time with this step – be
thorough – be precise – do not rush.

Check your inbox for automated emails notifying you of the
results of your uploads.

We are most concerned with what is outlined in blue.
Rows processed is the number of Students.
Executions are the scores loaded and skips are not necessarily
bad and could mean a Student was not tested in an area or an
ID was invalid.
There are no errors which means the scores were loaded
successfully!
You can do a spot check of several Students from the score file
to see if the upload was successful.

After receiving the results of the Homeroom Admin CSV
email, it’s best to verify that the load was successful in
Homeroom.
Perform a spot check in Homeroom of several random
Students from the score file.
Compare the scores in the file with what you observe in
Homeroom, if everything is a match we can confirm that
the scores were loaded successfully.
Congratulations – Now you’re an SAT Data Loading
master!
Thanks for using our Data Loading Guide! Please
distribute as needed.
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